
1st July                                          Higher 5-a-day

A company employs 200 people.
25% of the employees earn under 
£22,000.
50% of the employees earn over £37,000.
The interquartile range of the earnings is 
£18,000.
The person who earns the most is paid 
£61,000.
The range of the earnings is £52,000.

The radius of the base of the cone is 
4cm.
Find the height of the cone.

Find x and y

Bag A contains 5x coins.
Bag B contains 3x coins.
8 coins are taken from Bag B and put 
into Bag A
The ratio of coins in Bag A to Bag B is 
now 11:5
Work out the total number of coins.

Find the area of the rectangle

             �

�

Draw a box plot to show this information

�
The volume of the cone is 200cm³

        �
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2nd July                                         Higher 5-a-day    

A block of ice loses 10% of its volume 
each minute.

What percentage will be left after 5 
minutes?

Work out angle CDE, labelled x.

Work out angle COE, labelled y.

Work out angle OCE, labelled z.

�

C, D, E and N are points on a circle 
with centre O.

MNP is a tangent to the circle.

Angle CNE is 56° and angle OCN is 
33°

Use the quadratic formula to 
solve �

Give your solutions correct to 2 
significant figures.

3x2 + 2x − 7 = 0
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3rd July                                          Higher 5-a-day

Circle the equation

A biology textbook has mass 1.1kg to 
the nearest 100g.

A shelf can safely hold 30kg of books.

How many books can safety be held 
by the shelf?

Write down the equation of the line 
that is perpendicular to �  
that passes through (0, 8)

y = 10x + 7

Use the information in the histogram to 
complete the frequency table.

�

�

�
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4th July                                          Higher 5-a-day

Find x

Alannah, Colin and Hannah visit the park 
and collect conkers and acorns.
In total they collect the same number of 
conkers and acorns.
Alannah, Colin and Hannah collect 
conkers in the ratio 4:7:9
Alannah, Colin and Hannah collect acorns 
in the ratio 3:1:5

What is the lowest possible number of 
conkers they could have collected?

�

�

Expand and simplify

�x(x + 1)(x − 2)

Finn has 20 apples in a crate.
The masses of the apples are shown 
in the table.

�

Draw a histogram to show this 
information.
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5th July                                          Higher 5-a-day

What is the probability of rolling a six, 
three times in a row on an ordinary 
dice?

Ella has a 4 digit padlock.
Each dial can be set to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Work out the total number of different 
combinations that have four different 
digits.

Find the area of the sector OAB.

Which plank of wood is the most 
suitable?

Explain your answer.

�

�

Mr.Dixon is building a toy boat for his 
son. He has three different planks of 
wood to choose from.
If wood has a density under 1g/cm³, it 
will float.
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6th July                                          Higher 5-a-day

Use your graph to find an estimate for 
the coordinates of the turning point.

Find x and y

�

Write down a vector for �

�

Write down a vector for �

Draw �y = x2 − x − 5

�
ABCDEF and GHIJKL are regular hexagons 
with centre O.
GHIJKL is an enlargement of ABCDEF, with 
scale factor 2.
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7th July                                          Higher 5-a-day    

Find C when A = 10.

Timothy is taking part in an archery 
competition. 

The probability of windy weather is 0.2

If it is windy, the probability of Timothy 
hitting the target is 0.35

The probability of it not being windy and 
Timothy hitting the target is 0.72

Find the probability of Timothy missing the 
target.

Simplify fully

�
x2 − 4

2x2 − x − 6

The line passing through (1, p) and 
(5, 1) has a gradient of  �

Find the value of p.

3
4

A varies indirectly to �

When A = 4, C = 2.

Find A when C = 3.

C3
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8th July                                          Higher 5-a-day  

Complete the table.

The area of the sector is 550cm²
Find x.

       �

The table shows a set of values for x 
and y.
y is directly proportional to the square 
root of x

�

�

Simplify fully 

�
50πa5

2πa3

Find the value of  �16− 3
4

Draw �  on the grid 
below for values of x,  �

y = x3 + 2x2 − 1
−3 ≤ x ≤ 2
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9th July                                          Higher 5-a-day   

Find an estimate of the median

Find an estimate of the interquartile 
range.

Find x, y and z

M is directly proportional to the square 
of A.

When M = 200, A = 2.

Find M when A = 4.

          �

Simplify

�
a

1
5 × a

2
3

a 3
5

The cumulative frequency curve shows 
information about pocket money received.

�
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10th July                                        Higher 5-a-day

A rectangle is drawn inside of a circle 
with centre O. The rectangle is 4cm by 
3cm. Find the shaded area.

Write down the value of the 
interquartile range

Describe fully the single transformation 
that maps shape A onto shape B.

a is 60% more than b

5c = 2b

Find the ratio a : b : c

Calculate the probability that she picks 
two letter M’s.

�

Florence has these letter tiles.

�

She picks two tiles at random without 
replacement.

�

�
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11th July                                        Higher 5-a-day

Compare the distribution of Class A’s 
scores with the distribution of Class B’s 
scores.

�

Show �  on the Venn DiagramB′�

Make a the subject of:

�
w(a + 4)

a − 3
= 4

Class A and class B sit a maths test, 
marked out of 50.

The box plots show information about 
their results.

�

Solve, giving your answers to 1 
decimal place.

�x2 − 10x + 3 = 0
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12th July                                        Higher 5-a-day     

In a store room, the number of 

black pens : blue pens : red pens 
= 11 : 15 : 3

There are 1008 more black pens than 
red pens.

Work out the number of blue pens in the 
storeroom.

An online retailer normally sells clothes at 
70% more than the cost price.
In a sale the price of all clothes are 
reduced until they are only 2% more than 
the cost price.

By what percentage of the original selling 
price have the price of the clothes been 
reduced?

Find x and y

Sketch

�y =
4
x

�

Factorise fully.

�36a2 − 4y2

�
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13th July                                        Higher 5-a-day

An item in a shop is increased in price 
by 25% and then decreased in price 
by 25% a month later. 

Is there an overall increase or 
decrease in price and by how much? 

The length of a 80m running track is 
correct to the nearest metre.

The time taken for Nicole to run the 
distance is 13.6 seconds measured to 
the nearest one-tenth of a second.

What is the slowest possible average 
speed?

A helicopter takes off from town A and 
travels 10 miles on a bearing of 090° 
and then 15 miles on a bearing of 180° 
to land at town B.

What is the bearing of B from A?

A football team obtains 3 points for a 
win, 1 point for a draw and no points 
for a loss.

For any match
P(win) = 0.6    P(draw) = 0.3
P(loss) = 0.1

The team plays 3 matches. What is 
the probability of the team obtaining 
exactly 7 points?

Simplify �( 2)5
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14th July                                        Higher 5-a-day   

ξ = {multiples of 4 between 1 and 39}
A = {4, 8, 20, 28}
B = {4, 8, 12, 20, 32}
C = {4, 12, 16, 36}

Complete the Venn diagram

Shane says the sine of an angle is 1.2

Explain why he is incorrect.

�

Make m the subject of 

�a(c + m) = 2(c + 3m)

Work out   �

Give your answer correct to 2 significant 
figures

(9.5 × 106)−3

A number is chosen at random from ξ

 Find  �P(B′�∩ C′�)
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15th July                                        Higher 5-a-day  

Find x.

A logo is formed from 3 smaller triangles.

What is the perimeter of the logo?

�

�

Find the smallest number by which 
�  would need to be multiplied by to 
give a cube number.

w = 24 × 3 × 53

14w

Simplify � 180 + 20

�

Expand and simplify

�(7x2 + 1)(2x − 3) − 3x(x2 − 4)

Simplify  � 180
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16th July                                        Higher 5-a-day

A helicopter flies 15 miles north-east 
and then 25 miles south-east. 

How far, in a straight line, is the 
helicopter from its starting position?

Find the length of CE

When 0 < x < 2 decide if:

B is positive
B is negative
B is zero
B could be negative or positive

�

Solve, giving your answers to one 
decimal place.

�2x2 − x − 9 = 0

�

Find B when x = −2
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17th July                                        Higher 5-a-day  

What is the size of each exterior angle 
of a regular 40 sided polygon? What is the size of each interior angle 

of a regular 40 sided polygon?

�

Work out the size of angle CAB

Write as a single power of 2

�
29 × 8

4
× 16

Expand and simplify 

� 5(3 2 − 5)
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18th July                                        Higher 5-a-day 

Find an estimate of how many students 
scored over 200 marks. 

Find an estimate of how many students 
scored between 150 and 225 marks. 

The cost of a trip is directly 
proportional to the square root of the 
distance.

The cost is £600 when the distance is 
900 miles.

Find a formula connecting the cost, C, 
and the distance, d.

Find the cost of a 400 mile trip.

Find the length AC

     �

This cumulative frequency curve shows 
information about the marks scored in a 
test by 100 students.


�
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19th July                                        Higher 5-a-day 

Tom is calculating the perimeter of the 
sector.

Can you spot any mistakes?

There are red, green, pink and white 
counters in a box.
There are an equal number of red and 
white counters. 
There are ten times more green than 
white counters.
There are twice as many red than pink 
counters.

Jim takes a counter at random from the 
box.
Work out the probability than Jim takes 
a green counter.

A cylinder has radius y cm and height 
2y.

Write an expression for the volume of 
the cylinder.

�

�
30
360

× π × 20 = 5.236cm

Simplify

              �
2a + 12
a2 − 36
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20th July                                        Higher 5-a-day

Find x

Find y

Find z

He has created this table to show 
information about the prices of houses he 
has sold.
Explain how you know he has made a 
mistake.

Find x

Simplify 
 
� 10 × 7 × 3

�

Simplify �( 5)2

Mr Jones is an estate agent on the Isle of 
Man.

�
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21st July                                        Higher 5-a-day  

The histogram shows information 
about the distances travelled to watch 
a football match.

600 fans travelled between 2km and 
4km

What fraction of the fans travelled 
between 8km and 12km to watch the 
match?

A plant is 30cm tall when planted in a 
garden. Each week its height 
increases by 10%

How many weeks will it take to exceed 
1m in height?

x : y = 8 : 3    and   2y = 9z

Work out x : z in its simplest form.

Write �   as a decimal1
7
19

Write �  as a fraction0. ·3 ·4

�
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22nd July                                       Higher 5-a-day  

Find the upper bound for the perimeter 
of the rectangle.

Prism A and Prism B are similar. 
Prism A has a cross-sectional area of 
25cm²
Work out the volume of prism B.

Marley invests £4000 in a savings 
account for 2 years at a rate of X % 
compound interest per annum.
At the end of the 2 years, Marley pays 
tax on the interest at a rate of 25%.
After paying tax he gets £121.20

Work out the value of X

�

Find x

x = 9 2

�

            �

A rectangle has a length of 14cm and 
width of 5cm, both to nearest 
centimetre.

Make u the subject

�v2 = u2 + 2as
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23rd July                                        Higher 5-a-day

Find the equation of the straight line 
that passes through AB.

Find OB.

Shown are the lengths of some red 
and grey squirrels.

Compare the distributions of their 
lengths.

�

�

Work out

(4.2 × 103) × (3 × 105)
2 × 1011

�
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24th July                                        Higher 5-a-day 

Describe fully the single transformation 
that maps shape A onto shape B.

A biased dice is rolled 3 times.
The probability of a six is 0.8.

What is the probability of 3 sixes?

What is the probability of at least 1 six?

Without using a calculator, state if the 
answer is positive or negative

�

Factorise

�

�
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25th July                                        Higher 5-a-day

The probability that a football team 
wins a match is 0.3
The probability that they draw is 0.5

The football team plays two matches

A win is worth 3 points, a draw 1 point 
and a loss 0 points

Calculate the probability that the team 
scores at least 3 points over the two 
matches.

The cylinder and cube below have the 
same surface area.
Find the side length of the cube, x.

Find the length of BC

w is inversely proportional to the 
square root of c.

When w = 2, c = 100.

Find w when c = 400.

�

�

�
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26th July                                        Higher 5-a-day 

A recipe for a drink says

“mix 3 parts orange juice with 8 parts 
lemonade.”

Victoria has 100ml of orange juice and 
300ml of lemonade.

What is the maximum amount of the drink 
that she can make?

Use your graph to estimate the 
interquartile range

Two of the visitors are picked at 
random.
Find the probability that they both 
travelled more than 4km.

�

Make a the subject of the formula

�10(a − 3c) = 4(w + a)

The table shows the distances the 
visitors to a library had travelled.

�

Draw a cumulative frequency graph
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27th July                                        Higher 5-a-day  

Calculate an estimate of the mean 
length.

Shown is a parallelogram.
Find the area of the parallelogram.

Work out the lower bound for the 
population density.

The distance of the moon to the Earth is 
384,400 km.
The speed of light is �  m/s.

Work out how long it will take light to 
travel from the moon to the Earth.
Include suitable units.

2.998 × 108

�

�

Solve �  using the 
quadratic formula.

2x2 − 5x − 1 = 0

The population of New Zealand is 5 
million, to the nearest million.
The land area of New Zealand is 
270000km² to the nearest 10000km²

�
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28th July                                        Higher 5-a-day  

There are 3 red and 17 green counters 
in a bag.

Salma takes out a counter, replaces it 
and takes out another.

What is the probability of two reds?

On the grid, clearly label the region 
which satisfies all three inequalities 
below

�

�

�

x > 0

y ≥
1
2

x

x + 2y < 4

�

The radius of the smaller circle is r cm 
The radius of the larger circle is 2cm 
greater than the radius of the smaller 
circle.
Show that the radius of the smaller 

circle is   �  cm
5
π

− 1

A is a point on two circles.
The smaller circle is inside the larger 
circle.

�

The difference between the area of the 
smaller circle and the larger circle is 
20cm²
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29th July                                        Higher 5-a-day

AB and AC are tangents.
Find x.

Here is a rectangle and a regular 
octagon.

�

The length of the rectangle is 12cm 
longer than the width of the rectangle.
The perimeter of the rectangle is equal 
to the perimeter of the octagon.
5 of the regular octagons are used to 
make a shape.

Simplify

�
x2 + 3x − 4
x2 − 8x + 7

Simplify

�2 3 × 3 300

�

�

The perimeter of this shape is 132cm
Work out the area of the rectangle
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30th July                                        Higher 5-a-day  

Calculate the distance XZ.

What is the bearing of Z from X? What is the bearing of X from Z?

Are any dishes added to the menu?

What fraction of the people that liked dish 
A, did not like dish B?

Factorise 

�4y2 − 81

�

A chef is considering adding two new 
dishes to her menu. 
40 people try dish A and dish B.
The Venn diagram shows information 
about the dishes that they liked.

�

If 75% of people liked a dish, it is 
added to the menu.
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31st July                                         Higher 5-a-day    

A is inversely proportional to N²

When A = 9, N = 2.

Find A when N = 4.

The length of a 200m running track is 
correct to the nearest metre.

The time taken for Jenna to run the 
distance is 25.8 seconds measured to 
the nearest one-tenth of a second.

What is the fastest possible average 
speed?

�
M is the midpoint of AB

Find the vector 

�

Find the vector 

�

Find the vector 

�

Expand and simplify

�(x + 2)3
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